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1 Introduction

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."

A significant group of Seri verbs display a sensitivity to whether a Goal is
singular or plura1.2 (I use the term 'Goal' as a cover term for 'Recipients',
'Addressees', etc.) A verb such as {mat i} 'give', for example, has the
subcategorization frame [1 3/Sg]; that is, it accepts only a subject and an indirect
object, and the indirect object must be singular.3 With such verbs, if the Goal is
plural, it must appear as a relational noun phrase (an Oblique).

The data which appear in this paper are of typological interest. I argue that Seri
has Indirect Objects, but there is not a one-to-one mapping between the semantic role
Goal and either the syntactic relation of Indirect Object or any oblique relation. Unlike
in Southern Tiwa, where there is optionality in the mapping according to Rosen's 1990
analysis, the mapping in Seri is mediated by subcategorization frames which are
sensitive to number.

This paper also presents data and arguments which are of theoretical interest.
First, I argue that there are verbs which govern both 3-2 Advancement and 2-3 Retreat,

/ establishing more firmly tin: existence of the latter in human language.4 One argument

I appreciate the discussions of these facts that I have had with David Perlmutter, Carol Rosen, and
Chuck Speck.

2Some of the facts presented here are discussed in Marlett 1981, but the analyses differ in several
points.

31 use the standard Relational Grammar notation, I (Subject), 2 (Direct Object), 3 (Indirect Object).
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for this analysis over a monostratal analysis is based on the fact that, with certain
verbs, the presence (or absence) of an initial Indirect Object is registered on the verb.
A second argument against a monostratal analysis is based on the fact that one loses the
ability to posit a simple subcategorization frame for certain verbs.

Second, I propose that a degree of simplification of the Seri grammar may be
achieved by adopting a Minimality Principle. This principle correctly predicts that cer-
tain revaluations should not be expected in Seri. It also permits simplification of the
lexical entries of verbs.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 I show a set of facts which are
the basis for distinguishing between Obliques, Indirect Objects, and Direct Objects. In
section 3, the Minimality Principle is introduced and its predictions explained. In
section 4 I discuss verbs which show the need for other key proposals: (a) differential
treatment of singular and plural Goals with respect to initial grammatical relations, (b)
lexically-governed 3-2 Advancement, (c) lexically-governed 2-3 Retreat, and (d) mor-
phology which is sensitive to initial 3hood. In section 5 I discuss alternative analyses of
the verbs in question, including one in which there is simply a more complex skewing
in the mapping of semantic roles to grammatical relations.

2 Direct objects, indirect objects, and obliques

It is important to be able to distinguish between Direct Objects, Indirect
Objects, and Obliques in Seri. Each of these grammatical relations (or classes of gram-
matical relations, in the case of Obliques) has different properties. These properties are
discussed below.

2.1 Agreement properties

Seri has three way person agreement on the verb: Subject, Direct Object, and
Indirect Object agreement. The underlying forms of the agreement morphemes are
given in Table 1. Number is not distinguished for Indirect Object Agreement.

Final Subjects determine Subject agreement, final Direct Objects determine
Direct Object agreement, and final Indirect Objects determine Indirect Object
agreement.5 Verb stems also reflect the number of the final Subject by changes in the
root and/or suffixation (see Mar lett 1990).

In nonpassive clauses, Goals determine Direct Object agreement in some clauses
and Indirect Object agreement in others. In (1) the Goal is a final 2 and determines Di-
rect Object agreement. In (2) the Goal is a final 3 and determines Indirect Object
agreement.6 (These clauses are also discussed more below.)

The abbreviation 'F2' represents 'final direct object'.
4See the discussion in Perlmutter 1990.
5Direct Object chomeurs also determine Direct Object agreement. See the discussion of Seri imper-

sonal passives in Mar lett 1984.
I assume that those Obliques which determine Indirect Object Agreement are final Indirect Objects.

This analysis is discussed in Mar lett 1990 (p. '33), but in that article the terminology 'Oblique Agree-
ment' was used nevertheless.

6The first line of the example is close to a phonemic transcription; the second line is essentially the
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Table 1: Agreement morphemes

Subject I Direct Object
I Indirect Object

1 s 7 - , ? p - ?im- ( 7po - in imperatives) j ?a-

lp ?a- I ?igi- ?m -

2s in- ma- mm-

2p ma- magi- M2-

3 (unmarked)
I (unmarked, but see sec. 2.3)

I ko

(1) 7intmiiit
7im-t-miiit
lsDO-R1-ask
'did s/he ask me?'

(2) ?z?AamX
?a-?-aa-amX
1I0-Im-Dat-say
'say it to me!'

2.2 Transitive allomorphy

Various morphemes display suppletive allomorphy which is sensitive in whole
or in part to the presence ofa final Direct Object in the clause. Theo facts therefore
provkie a positive test forthe Direct Object relation. For example, there are two sup-
pletive allomorphs ofthe first person singular Subject prefix: {7} occurs ifthe clause is
finally transitive, { ?p} ifit is finally intransitive. Anotherexample ofsuch allomorphy
is found with the infmitive prefix: ifthe clause is finally intransitive, the prefix is
likal; ifthe clause is finally transitive, the prefix is { i?a}.

(3) i?pyomA0p
7p-yo-m-a0p
1sSI-Dt-N-arrive
'I didn't arrive'

(4) i?yomi?o
?-yo-m-a/o
1sST-Dt-N-see
'I didn't see him/her/it'

underlying form. (Complete analyses of verb and noun stems are not presented due to complications dis-
cussed in Marlett 1990.) A couple of verbs use a capital C in their underlying form. This represents the
empty consonant position discussed in Marlett and Stemberger 1981.

4
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(5) ikáciv

ika-a0p
Inf I -arrive
'to arrive'

(6) iTh?o
i?a-a?o
InfT-see
'to see (it)'

2.3 Object marker

When a clause has a third person final Subject and a third person final Direct
Object, the prefix { occurs on a finite verb.7 The verb form for 's/he saw it/her/him'
is iyOo? o ({ i -yo -a?o} 'OM-Dt-see'). In (7) the Goal is a final 2; the Object Marker
occurs.

(7) ktám kix tAitom kmAam kop itmiiit
ktam kix t-aitom kmaam kop i-t-miiit
man the Rl-speak woman the M-R1-ask
'the man spoke, he asked the woman...'

2.4 Passivization

Only Direct Objects can be passivized in Seri. If a nominal can be a passive
Subject, it can also be a Direct Object in an active clause. In (8), a Goal has been pas-
sivized. This is possible it can also surface as a Direct Object in Sefi, as in (9).

(8) giXkám ki?
giXkám k? ?p-t-p<A>-aCa
fish the 1sSI-R1-Pv-give
'was I given fish?'

(9) iXkám ki? ?imiya
giXkám k? ?im-mi-aCz
fish the lsSI - Px - give
's/he gave me fish'

2.5 Relational nouns

Final Obliques surface as possessors of relational nouns. I restrict discussion
here to the Oblique relations which I call ObliquelN and ObliqueoN. A Locative
ObliquelN occurs as possessor of the relational noun {ino} 'in, to, from', as
shown in (10).

7This prefix also occurs on Subject nominalized forms under slightly different conditions. It occurs
on finite verbs under certain other conditions which are not relevant here. See the discussion in Marlett
1984. It should not be confused with epenthetic vowels which occur to prevent a syllable onse! cluster
from beginning with a sonorant.
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(10) ?AXg kop ?amari ak Ano kApi?a
?a-aXg kop ?amin ak ano k-ap=?a
Ab-pet the interior the 3P/in SN-stand-Dec
'the dog is inside the house'

A Locative ObliqueoN occurs as possessor of the relational noun { at* 'on', as
shown in (11).

(11) iti nskAmom ?a?a
i-ati m-si-m-oom<SR> ?a=?a
3P-on 2sS-Ir-N-lie Aux-Dec
'you shouldn't lie down on it'

3 The Minimality Principle

In a theory in which nominals may revalue from one grammatical relation to
another, numerous possibilities exist. Various of these are ruled out by the Oblique
Law, namely Oblique to Oblique, 3 to Oblique, 2 to Oblique, and 1 to Oblique
(Perlmutter and Postal 1983). Other possibilities remain, however, of which some are
attested in Seri, but some are not.

(12) Oblique to 3 Attested
Oblique to 2 Not Attested
3 to 2 Attested
3 to 1 Not Attested
2 to 3 Attested
2 to 1 Attested
1 to 2 Not Attested
1 to 3 Not Attested

As Gerdts 1992 points out, such facts require explanation. I propose that much of the
asymmetry shown above for Seri can be explained by the following principle:

(13) Minimality Principle: Unless otherwise stipulated, revaluations are minimal.

This principle would correctly allow for all of the attested revaluations and all of the
unattested revaluations in Sefi shown above, with the exception of 1 to 2 (Antipassive).
The nonexistence of the latter, if true, must be stipulated.

In languages where Obliques advance to 2, the revaluation of Oblique to 2 is still in
keeping with the Minimality Principle if one assumes the Landing Site Principle
(Gerdts 1992), of which Part A interests us here:

(14) Landing Site Principle (part A): Only morphosyntactically-licensed argu-
ment positions can be revaluation landing sites.

In some ways, the Minimality Principle is like the Universal Sonority Scale in
phonology. It is not inviolable cross-linguistically, but the grammar of a language is
less marked and more highly valued if it is consistent with the principle.

The grammar of Seri will also include other information. Passive, Unaccusative

6
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Advancement, and Oblique to 3 Advancement are not lexically governed. But
2-3 Retreat and 3-2 Advancement are governed by particular predicates. Once this is
known, the lexical entries for the verbs in question may simply specify [+Retreat] or
[+Advance].

4 The proposals

In this section I motivate various simple proposals for the understanding of Seri
grammar, and show how they interact to yield the superficially complicated situation
that we find.

4.1 Subcategorization for singular 3s

I posit that several verbs in Seri subcategorize for an optional or obligatory
singular 3. That is, they accept a 3 in their 'relational valence',8 but only if it is
singular.9 If something like a plural Goal is to be expressed, it must be an Oblique and
appear as a relational noun.10 The following pairs of examples illustrate this fact
(certain final grammatical relations of the Seri are indicated in the free translation):

(15) tOotek pak ?mka.mxk
tootxwk pak ?m-k-amxk
cholla some 1I0-Im-deliver
'bring some cholla cactus (F2) to me (F3)!'

(16) tom k? ?ino kAmxk
tom k? ?i-ano k-amxk
money the 1P-in Im-deliver
'bring the money (F2) to us (F0b1)!'

(17) mm?pyimti
mm-?p-yo-mmti
2I0-1sSI-Dt-give
'I gave to you (F3)'

(18) komkAak takoi ano ?pyimti
komkAak takoi ano ?p-yo-ati
people those 3P/in 1sSI-Dt-give
I gave to those people (F0b1)'

8This terminology is from Rosen 1981.
9i purposefully avoid examples with causativized verbs. A clause union analysis would lead one to

expect the Subject of the inner verb to very possibly appear as an Indirect Object (Davies and Rosen
1988). This is what regularly happens with such verbs, as shown by the following example, where the
verb glossed 'show' is a causative form of 'see'.

(i) mikanOaa kom ?a?akOoTotim
mi-kanOaa kom ?m-?-akilo?otim
2P-boat the lIO-Im-show/M
'show us (F3) your boat (F2)!'

But such verbs are therefore less interesting than simple verbs.
10Rosen 1990 makes a similar claim for Southern Tiwa. She claims that certain recipients may be

realized as either Obliques or as Indirect Objects. This proposal requires a weakening of any claim of
direct relation between semantic role and initial grammatical relation.
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(19) ko?yAamX
ko-?-yo-aa-amX
3I0-1sST-Dt-Dat-say
'I said it to him/her (F3)'

(20) mino ?piomX
mi-ano ?-yo-amX
2P-in 1sST-say
'I said it to you (pl.) (F0b1)'

(21) kino kAmX
ki-ano k-amX
3P-in Im-say
'say it to them (F0b1)!'

The subcategorization frame for two verbs of this group would be:

(22) { amxk} 'deliver [ 1 2 (3/Sg) ]

(23) {zzt. 'give' [ 1 3/Sg ]

These verbs contrast with a verb such as { kag it} 'take away forcefully', which allows
for singular or plural Goals as Indirect Objects.

(24) tom k? ?miyokáLit
tom k? ?m-i-yo-kagit
money the 1I0-0M-Dt-take.forcefully
's/he took the money away from me (F3)'

(25) tom k? ?miyokáLitim
tom k? ?m-i-yo-kagitim
money the 1I0-0M-Dc-take.forcefully/M
's/he took the money away from us (F3)'

(26) { kag t } 'take away forcefully' [ 1 2 3 1

One verb commonly appears with Goals, and yet does not subcategorize for a 3
at all. It is therefore relationally a monotransitive verb. Singular and plural Goals both
appear as relational nouns.

(27) simmt ki? miti itAom
simmt k? mi-ati i-t-aom
bread the 2P-on OM-R1-beg
's/he was begging for bread (F2) f'rom you (FObl)

(28) giiX kXdtik k? ?in itaom
giiX k-Xatfk k? ?i-ano i-t-aom
thing thin the 1P-in OM-R1-beg
's/he was begging for a tortilla (F2) from us (F0b1)

The subcategorization frame for this verb would be:

(29) faorril 'beg' [ 1 2 ]

8
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4.2 3-2 Advancement

A number of clauses have GoaN as final Direct Objects. In such clauses, the
Goal determines Direct Object agreement, and the clauses are finally transitive by all
available tests. The proposal I make is the standard one within Relational Grammar
analyses: these verbs require 3-2 Advancement.

The following verbs have simple subcategorization frames, yet require 3-2 Ad-
vancement."

(30) { ai} 'tell' [ 1 3 ] [+ Advance]

(31) I az<SR>1 'give' [ 1 2 3 ] [+ Advance] (2 is specific)

(32) { mCa} 'give [ 1 2 3 ] [+Advance] (2 is generic)

(33) {aipot} 'pay' [ 1 (2) (3)
1 [+Advance]

The 3 in clauses with these verbs always advances to 2. It determines the pres-
ence of the Object Marker (if Subject and Direct Object are third person) in the
following examples.

(34) Ox imi
oX i-mi-ai
thus OM-Px-tell
'thus s/he told him/her/them (F2)'

(35) OX iyóaam
oX i-yo-aaam
thus 0M-Dt-tell/P1
'thus they told him/her/them (F2)'

It also determines Direct Object agreement in sentences such as those which
follow.

(36) OX
oX
thus 1pDO-Px-tell
'thus s/he told us (F2)'

(37) tOra ki? ma? ita
tom k? ma-?-t-am<SR>
money the 2sD0-1sST-R1-give
'did I give you (F2) the money ?'

(38) g iXlcám ki? matka
giXkám k? ma- t -mcm
fish the 2sDO-R1-give
'did s/he give you (F2) fish?'

11The initial 2 (Theme) is a 2-chomeur in the final stratum. Some of these verbs enter into argu-
ments for the analysis of passive clauses in Seri in Marlett 1984, which also provides additional evidence
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(39) magitkmaipotim
magi-t-m-aipotim
2pDO-R1-N-pay/M
'didn't s/he pay you (pl.) (it)?'

As a 2, the initial 3 may also passivize and be the final Subject, and as such be
an Equi victim.

(40) tom ki? ?pyopk?m
tom k? ?p-yo-p<A>-mm<SR>
money the 1sSI-Dt-Pv-give
'I was given the money'

(41) giXkam k? ikapk?m ?miimgo
giXkam k? ika-p<A>-mm<SR> ? -mi-amgo
f ish the Inf I -Pv -give 1sST Px -want
'I want to be given the fish'

(42) ginárn k? ikapkm ?miimgo
giXICam k? ika -p<A>-mCm ? -mi -amgo
fish the InfI-Pv-give 1sST-Px-want
'I want to be given fish'

4.3 2-3 Retreat

Some clauses have Themes as final Indirect Objects. In such clauses, the Theme
determines Indirect Object agreement, and the clauses are finally intransitive if there is
no other nominal as Direct Object. I claim that the verbs in question require
2-3 Ret reat. The subcategorization frames for these verbs are:12

(43) { aasot} 'lend' [ 1 2 (3/Sg) J [+Advance] [+Retreat]

(44) { ital./6.a} 'sell' [ 1 2 (3/Sg) [+Advance] [+Retreat]

These verbs may both occur without a Goal as 3, either because the Goal/3 is
optional, or because any Goal/3 must be singular. In the following examples, note that

for the 3-2 Advancement analysis.
12The root { itai?Aa} may mean either 'buy' or 'sell', depending on the frame in which it

occurs. Our interest here lies with the use as 'sell'. The following examples with the frame for 'buy'
show that it is a typical transitive verb (no Source allowed).

(ii) giXkam ki? kátXo pak isitaiTha ?ayaginam k? k-atXo pak ?a=yafish the SN-be.much some 0M-Ir-buy/sell Aux-Int
'will s/he buy a lot of fish (F2)?'

(iii) ?Asax kap i?atailaa ?miimgo
?asax kap i?a<A:-.-itailAa ?-mi-amgo
basket the InfT-buy/sell lsST-Px-want
'I want to buy the basket (F2)'

(iv) trOoki ?ata±?Aa ki?
trooki ?a-aa?-itai?Aa k?
car SN-Pv-buy/sell the
'the car (F1) that was bought'

0
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the Theme is determining Indirect Object agreement, that there is no Object Marker on
the verb, and that the intransitive allomorph of the first person Subject agreement
appears.

(45) kmAa inim i?yga go ko?pskmAasot ?an
kmaaX mnim 7i-0-yea go ko-?p-si-m-aasot ?a=?i
now knife 1P-0M-own a 3I0-1sSI-Ir-N-lend Aux-Dec
'now I won't lend my knife (F3)'

(46) inim go ?ino kwydasotim
mnim go ?i-ano ko-yo-aasotim
knife a 1P-in 3I0-Dt-lend/M
's/he lent a knife (F3) to us (FObl)'

(47) kwtmita±?Aa?o
ko-t-m-ital?Aa=?o
310-R1-N-buy/sell-Dec
's/he didn't sell it (F3)'

(48) giXkgm ?ipkom ko?ptkmital?AaTh
giXkgm ?ipkom ko-?p-t-m-itai?Aa=?o
fish this 3I0-1sSI-R1-N-buy/sell-Dec
'I didn't sell this fish (F3)'

The intransitive allomorph of the infinitive prefix is required in the following
sentences.

(49) ?Asax kap kwikita±?Aa ?miimgo
?asax kap ko-ika-itai?Aa ?-mi-amgo
basket the 310-Inn-buy/sell 1sST-Px-want
'I want to sell the basket (F3)'

(50) mino kwikitai?Aa ?miimgo
mi-ano ko-ika-ita±?Aa ?-mi-amgo
2P-in 310-Inn-buy/sell 1sST-Px-want
'I want to sell it (F3') to you (pl.) (FObl)'

A clause containing these verbs without an initial 3 cannot be passive; instead,
as with intransitive verbs, the Unspecified Subject prefix occurs on the verb if the
initial Subject is unspecified.

(51) inm ?Aakgox ki? kookx k? ?ino komkgasot
mnm ?aakgox ki? k-ookx k? ?i-no ko-mi-ka-aasot
metal bows the SN-two the 1P-in 3I0-Px-US-lend
'one (unspecified) lent two rifles (F3) to us (FObl)'

The fact that the Theme is a final 3 is clear. I claim that the initial 2 retreats to
3. However, when there is an initial 3 present, that 3 is a final 2 in active clauses, by
3-2 Advancement, contrary to the Chomeur Law.13

13M analysis with simultaneous 2-3 Retreat and 3-2 Advancement was posited by Perlmutter and
Postal (1983) for Kinyarwanda, although Gerdts and Whaley 1991 propose another analysis of the Kin-
yarwanda facts which avoids the problematic co-occurrence.
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(52) P 2 3 (initial stratum)
P 1 3 2 (final stratum)

This analysis f.s not immediately obvious, however. If Direct and Indirect Object
Agreement are both called for, as in these cases, a kind of (independently attested)
Object Camouflage occurs, as discussed in Marlett 1990 (p. 526).14 Specifically, only
one object prefix occurs, and it has the form of Indirect Object Agreement but the per-
son required by the Direct Object. This Camouflage appears in some examples which
follow.

In the example immediately below, the Imperative allomorph which appears
here is possible only if the clause is finally transitive. Is The Goal is a final 2.

(53) ?mThasot
?a-?-aasot
310/1sDO-Im-lend
'lend me (F2) it (F3)!'

The transitive allomorph of the first person Subject prefix and of the infinitive prefix
occur in examples with Goals as final 2s.

(54) ko?yitailáa
ko-?-yo-ita±?Aa
310-1sST-Dt-buy/sell
'I sold it (F3) to him/her (F2)'

(55) tiiX mai?atai?aa imAea
tiiX mm-i?a<A>-ital?Aa i-i-m-aCa=?a
that.one 310/20-InfT-buy/sell SN-OM-N-know-Dec
's/he can't sell it (F3) to you (sg.) (F2)'

A 'sell`Plend` clause with an initial 3 may be passive.16

14For example, compare the following examples. In the first one, the Direct Object determines Di-
rect Object Agreement. In the second one, an Instrumental occurs as Indirect Object (the only way it can
occur) and Object Camouflage occurs.

(v) ma?snip ?a?a
ma-?-si-nip ?a =7a
2s130-1sST-Ir-hit Aux-Decl
'I will hit you (with a closed fist)'

(vi) ?i?z tikom mz?snip ?Oa
?Oa tikom ma-?-si-nip ?a=?a
stick that 3I0/2sD0-1sST-Ir-hit Aux-Decl
'I will hit you (F2) with that stick (F3)'

15See Marlett 1981 for a discussion of imperative prefix allomorphy.
16An impersonal passive is required here. Impersonal passives occur if there is a plural 2 or if there

is a 3 in the clause with which the verb must agree, and the other conditions for passive are met. Addi-
tional details are given in Marlett 1984 (where some nominals that I now call final 3s are referred to asObliques).

1 2
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(56) knm ?aakni go mmtompaasot
Mnm 7aakni go mm-t-m-p<A>-Aasot
metal bow a 3I0/200-R1-N-Pv-lend
'you (sg.) weren't lent a rifle (F3)'

The verb { garl 'discuss' is slightly different from the verbs discussed above.
First, it allows for singular and plural initial 3s. In the following examples, the Goal is
a final 2 or 1.

(57) ma?ngAXw
ma-?-mi-gaXw
2sD0-1sST-Px-discuss
'I am discussing with you (sg.) (F2)'

(58) mai?aga.X" ilXciomgo
ma-i?a<A>-gaXw ?-Xo-amgo
2sDO-InfT-discuss 1sST-Em-want
'I want to discuss with you (sg.) (F2)!'

(59) magi?ng6Iw
magi-?-mi-gaXw
2pD0-1sST-Px-discuss
'I am discussing with you (pl.) (F2)'

(60) iyoLar
i-yo-gaXw
OM-Dt-discuss
's/he discussed with him/her (F2)'

(61) i?pya?gaXw
?p-yo-aa?-gaXw
1sSI-Dt-Pv-discuss
'I (F1) was discussed with'

Second, when there is no Goal, the Theme is a final 2.

(62) ?m kmAaX mos ikáitom i?mAa go
kmAaX mos 1-0-ka-aitom i?mAa. go

1Pro now also 3P-AN-US-talk other a

7a ggaXw ka/a
?m si-gaXw ka=?a
1Pro Ir-discuss Aux-Dec

'I will now discuss another topic (F2)'

Third, when both a Goal and a Theme occur, the Goal advances to 2 but the Theme
retreats to 3. The combination results in Object Camouflage.

(63) gip: go inamgAxw
giiX go mm-?-mi-gaXw
thing a 3I0/2D0-1sST-Px-discuss
1 am discussing something (F3) with you (sg./pl.) (F2).
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(64) 'giiX Ao kwiyogArg
giiX go ko-i-yo-AaXw
thing a 3I0-0M-Dt-discuss
's/he discussed something (F3) with him/her/them (F2)'

(65) t a.aX meng6X"
taaX mx-? -mi-garg
that 3I0/2D0-1sST-Px-discuss
'I am discussing that (F3) with you (sg./pl.) (F2)'

Such examples are opaque; one might propose that they do not have any syntactic
rearrangement of the Objects. But we suspect from the simpler examples that tla.. Goal
may be a 2 hidden by Object Camouflage. Clearer evidence of the syntactic
rearrangement is possible by passivizing the Goal and making it an Equi victim. The
following example shows that the Theme is indeed a final 3 since it determines Indirect
Object Agreement and the (complement) clause is finally intransitive.

(66) tAaX le'ika?ggIw Omiimgo
taaX ko-ika-aa?-gaX" ?-mi-amgo
that 3I0-InfI-Pv-discuss 1sST-Px-want
'I want that to be discussed with me'
(More literally, I want to be discussed that (F3)')

Therefore the lexical entry for gaXwl 'discuss' must include a condition on 2-3 Re-
treat. 2-3 Retreat occurs with this verb if and only if the initial 3 (Goal) advances to
2.17

(67) { gar'} 'discuss' ( 1 (2) (3) [+ Advance], conditional [+Retreat]

4.4 Indirect object registration morphology

Three verbs are sensitive to the presence of an initial 3. The presence or absence
of an initial 3 is indicated morphologically by adding the 'Dative' prefix.18 The point of
this section is that such a generalization is possible under the analyses proposed. The
notion 'initial 3' cannot be replaced by any one superficial or non-initial grammatical
relation, nor by any one semantic role. The nominals in question are not always final
3s, or final 2s; and some Goals are not 3s, but rather Obliques.

The lexical entries for the two verbs that are sensitive to the positive presence of

"An alternative analysis for this verb would be to claim that the final 3 is not really a Theme or an
initial 2, but an initial Oblique that advances to 3. The Goal (initial 3) always advances to 2, and the
Oblique (topic discussed) always advances to 3, but in addition advances to 2 if and only if there is no
Goal that is a 2.

18The Dative prefix is an ablauting process ( < A> ) with the verb 'hide' and the 'augment prefix
{aa} with the verb 'say'. The augmcnt prefix is most commonly used as a causative prefix in Seri.

1 4
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an initial 3 are:19

(68) { isX1 'hide' ( 1 (2) (3) ] [+Advance if no 2]
Morphology: Dative prefix <A> if initial 3

(69) { amX} 'say' [ 1 2 ( 3/S,g) ]

Morphology: Dative prefix {aa} if initial 3

First, consider examples of these verbs in clauses without an initial 3, either
because there is no Goal or the Goal is plural (and hence an Oblique). Note that the
verbs appear with simple stems.

(70) mos kAmXo
mos k-amX-o
again Im-say-AdvS
'say it (F2) again!'

(71) itâniX
i-t -amX
OM-R1- say
'did s/he say it (F2) ?'

(72) i7yOomX
7-yo-amX
1sST-Dt-say
'I said it (F2)'

(73) kino kámX
ki-ano k-amX
3P-in Im-say
'say it (F2) to them (F0b1)!'

(74) mino ?yciomX
mi-ano ?-yo-amX
2P-in 1sST-Dt-say
'I said it (F2) to you (pl.) (F0b1)'

(75) ?isXw
7-isX"
Im-hide
'hide it (F2)!'

19Alternative1y, one could view the so-called Dative prefix as a derivational affix that derives
ditransitive verbs from monotransitive verbs. Under such an analysis, each verb root has two lexical
entries:

(vii) { isXw} 'hide' I 1 (2)
(viii) { <A>- isX1 'hide from' 1 (2) 3 1 (+Advance if no 2 I
(ix) { a.mX} 'say' 1 2 I
(x) { aa -arra} 'say to' [ 1 2 3/4 I

5
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(76) 7m ?sisX' ?aya
?m ?-si-isX' ?a=ya
1Pro 1sST-Ir-hide Aux-Int
'shall I hide it (F2)?'

In the following examples, an initial 3 occurs. Its presence is reflected not only
by Indirect Object Agreement, but also by the Dative prefix.

(77) ko?yAamX
ko-?-yo-aa-amX
3I0-1sST-Dt-Dat-say
'I said it (F2) to him/her (F3)'

(78) giiX go mmspiamX
giiX go mm-si-p<A>-aa-amX
thing a 2I0-Ir-Pv-Dat-say
'something will be said to you (F3)'

(79) ?m?sXw
?m-7- <A>- isXw
1I0-Im-Dat-hide
'hide it (F2) from me/us (F3)!'

(80)

(81)

'I want the pencil to be hidden from me'
(More literally, 'I want that the pencil (F1) be hidden from me (FM

The verb { isxw} 'hide' may also omit the Theme if the verb is understood
reflexively (in which case the word { ?akx} 'somewhere' is also used with it).20 If there
is no Theme, the Goal (initial 3) advances to 2. In the examples that follow, the Goal is
clearly a 2. The clauses are all finally transitive by the known tests.

(82) ?AkX
?akX
somewhere Im-Dat-hide
'hide (yourself) from him/her (F2)!'

ikAaspox ki? maskraMsX' ?a?a
i-O-ka-aaspox k? mm-i-si-m-<A>-isX' ?a=?
3P-AN-US-draw the 2I0-0M-Ir-N-Dat-hide Aux-Dec
's/he will not hide the pencil (F2) from you (sg./pl.) (F3)'

ikAaspox ki? ?mpisX' i?miimgo
i-O-ka-aaspox k? ?m-i-O-p-<A>-isX' ?-mi-amgo
3P-AN-US-draw the 1I0-3P-AN-Pv-Dat-hide 1sST-Px-want

(83) ?AkX i?isX' intAmgo
TakX i?a<A>-<A>-isX' m-t-amgo
somewhere InfT-Dat-hide 2sS-R1-want
'do you want to hide (yourself) from him/her (F2)?'

20Reflexive clauses in Seri typically are transitive clauses with a reflexive noun phrase such as
? isox 'myself' or misox 'yourself.'
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(84) ?AkX i?pasX'
?akX ?po-0-<A>-isXw
somewhere lsDO-Im-Dat-hide
'hide (yourself) from me!'

With the verb {miiit} 'ask (about)', the prefix { aa} behaves somewhat differ-
ently. This verb takes the prefix { aa} only if there is no initial 3 .21

(85) { mii i t} 'ask (about)' [ 1 (2) (3/S ) ]22 [+Advance] [+Retreat]
Morphology: Antidative prefix {aa} if no initial 3

First, consider examples in which an initial 3 is not present. The Theme (what
is asked about) is a final 3, by 2-3 Retreat. Since there is no initial 3, the Antidative
prefix occurs. If there is no initial 3, there is no final 2 and the clause is superficially
intransitive.

(86) ?atamiiit
?m-t-aa-miiit
1I0-R1-ADat-ask
'did s/he ask about me (F3)?'

(87) kwtamiiit
ko-t-aa-miiit
3I0 -R1 -ADat -ask
'did s/he ask about him/her/it (F3)?'

(88) giix go mino kwtamiiit
giiX go mi-ano ko-t-aa-miiit
thing a 2P-in 3I0-R1-ADat-ask
'did s/he ask about something (F3) of you (pl.) (FObl)?',
i.e., 'did s/he ask you (pl.) something?'

(89) gia g ano kwtamiiit
giiX go ano ko-t-aa-miiit
thing a 3P/in 3I0-R1-ADat-ask
'did s/he ask about something (F3) of them (F0b1)?',
i.e. 'did s/he ask them something?'

In the following examples, an initial 3 is present, and hence the Antidative pre-
fix does not occur. The initial 3 advances to 2 and determines Direct Object agreement
or the Object Marker, as appropriate.23

21If the prefix is a derivational prefix, it must be viewed as one which derives a monotransitive verb
from a ditransitive. The lexical entries would be:

(xi) {miiit} 'ask to' 1 1 (2) (3/Sg) ] (+Advance] [+Retreatl
(xii) {aa-miiit} 'ask' [ 1 (2)1 (+Retreat]

22So far as I know, a 2 or 3 is always present. An alternative for this verb would be to claim that
the final 3 is not really a Theme or an initial 2, but an initial Oblique that advances to 3. I do not have
any way of arguing for one of these analyses over the other.

23Example (93) is an impersonal passive (see Marlett 1984).

1 7
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(90) ?intmiiit
?im-t-miiit
lsDO-R1-ask
'did s/he ask me (F2)?'

(91) ktám kix tAitom kmAam kop itmiiit
ktam kix t-aitom kmaam kop i-t-miiit
man the R1-speak woman the 0M-R1-ask
'the man spoke, he asked the woman (F2)...'

(92) giiX go ?mtmiiit
giiX go ?a-t-miiit
thing a 310/1sDO-R1-ask
'did s/he ask me (F2) about something (F3)?'

(93) giix go ?myomiiit
giiX go ?m-yo-aa?-miiit
thing a 310/1sDO-Dt-Pv ask
'I was asked about something (F3)'

5 Alternative analyses

The presentation of the facts that I have made utilizes a multistratal view of
syntactic structure. In the initial stratum, Themes are Direct Objects, which is not un-
usual. Goals may be Indirect Objects or Goals in the initial stratum, however, depend-
ing on the verb's subcategorization frame. In this section I consider two alternative
analyses.

Baker 1988 suggests that perhaps 2-3 Retreat should be viewed as quirky case,
"in which the argument is a true object of the verb, but the verb assigns it some excep-
tional Case as a lexical property, rather than the usual accusative Case (p. 489n)." To
make such a claim explicit for Seri, consider again an example discussed above:

(94) mino 109.kitailáa ?miimgo
mi-ano ?-mi-amgo
2P-in 3I0-InfI-buy/sell 1sST-Px-want
'I want to sell it (F3) to you (pl.) (FObl)'

I claimed that the verb { ita±?6.a} 'sell' requires 2-3 Retreat. If we were to adopt the
quirky case marking solution for this verb, we would expect the subordinate clause
above to be transitive, despite the fact that the Theme determines indirect object
agreement. However, every test indicates that these clauses are unequivocally
intransitive. For example, in the Seri sentence above, the intransitive allomorph of the
infinitive prefix occurs. A quirky case solution is therefore not adequate to describe the
observed facts.

In a second alternative analysis, the facts might be accommodated by a lexical-
ized mapping between semantic roles and initial grammatical relations that varies from
verb to verb. The subcategorization frames for select verbs would be:

(95) iamxkl 'delivee [Ag Th (Go/Sg)]
I I I

[1 2 3 ]
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(96) { zazat i} 'give' [Ag Go/Sg]
I I

[1 3
]

(97) { 'tell' [Ag Go]

I I

[1 2]

(98) {Rcz} 'give' [Ag Th Go]
I I I

[1 ? 2]

(99) { aasot} 'lend' [Ag Th (Go/Sg)]
I I I

[1 3 2

For the verbs shown above, there is perhaps no great problem (although for verbs such
as {mu} 'give' it may be unclear what grammatical relation would be posited for the
Theme that would be comparable to Chomeur). Nevertheless, for the verb { garl
'discuss', the matter is more complicated. Two frames are needed: one for when a Goal
is present, and one for when one is not. This represents a complication not present in
the bistratal analysis.

(100) { gar} 'discuss' [Ag (Th) Go] [Ag Th]
I I I

I I

[1 3 2 ] [1 2 j

Now consider the verbs which are sensitive to the presence or absence of initial
3s (under the multistratal analysis).

(101) { isX"} 'hide' [Ag Th (Go)] [Ag Go]
I I I I

[1 2 3 ] [1 2
Morphology: Dative prefix <A> if Goal is present.

(102) { amx} 'say' [Ag (Th) (Go/Sg)]
I I I

[1 2 3 ]

Morphology: Dative prefix {aa} if singular Goal is present.

(103) {miiit} 'ask' [Ag (Th) (Go/Sg)]
I I

[1 3 2 ]

Morphology: Antidative prefix {aa} if no singular Goal is present.

As pointed out earlier, the Goals in question are not always Indirect Objects, and not
always Direct Objects (superficially). A monostratal analysis cannot successfully link
the Dative registration morphology and grammatical relations. But an attempt to link it
with semantic roles, as shown above, is also deficient, because it duplicates the subcat-
egorization restriction on singular Goals. The bistratal analysis is successful, however,
because it makes reference to initial Indirect Objects.
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6 Conclusions

This paper contributes to several areas of our knowledge of human language.
First, it shows that the notion of Indirect Object is clearly relevant in the Seri language .
and that it is distinct both from Direct Object and from semantically similar Oblique
relations. This presents a challenge to theories of syntax which have attempted to avoid
this grammatical relation.

Second, it shows that Seri represents another case where there is a more compli-
cated mapping between the semantic role of Goal and initial grammatical relations.
Goals are sometimes Indirect Objects and sometimes Obliques; verb subcategorization
is significant. The Universal Alignment Hypothesis, or its analog in other theories,
must be weakened (again).

Third, the analysis provides additional arguments against the Chomeur Law.
Some verbs display Object Reversal, with the initial Indirect Object becoming a Direct
Object, and the initial Direct Object becoming an Indirect Objec.

Fourth, the Seri facts show that morphological registration may be sensitive to
the presence of a nominal which bears a particular initial grammatical relation.

Fifth, I have shown how the adoption of the Minimality Principle permits a sig-
nificant restriction on the grammar of Sefi. It correctly predicts that certain revaluations
are not attested, and that certain others are.

ABBREVIATIONS

< A> the morpheme potentially ablauts vowel of following morpheme
Ab Absolutive
AdS Adverbial Suffix
Ag Agent
AN Action/oblique Nominalizer
Aux Auxiliary
Dec Declarative
Dt Distal
Em Emphatic
Go Goal
Im Imperative
InfI Infinitive, Intransitive allomorph
InfT Infmitive, Transitive allomorph
Int Interrogative
Ir Irrealis
M Multiple action
N Negative
OM Object Marker
P1 Plural
Pv Passive
Px Proximal
RI Realis
Sg Singular

CI 0
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SN
<SR>
Th
US
110, 210, 310
1 sDO
1pD0
1sSI
1sST
1P, 2P, 3P
1Pro

Subject Nominalizer
Stress Retracting morpheme
Theme
Unspecified Subject or possessor
First, Second, Third person Indirect Object
First person singular Direct Object
First person plural Direct Object
First person singular subject, Intransitive allomorph
First person singular subject, Transitive allomorph
First, Second, Third person possessor
First person Pronoun
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